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+61295254869 - http://www.lacucina-gymea.com.au/

A comprehensive menu of La Cucina from GYMEA covering all 20 meals and drinks can be found here on the
food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about La Cucina:
Have been on several occasions and always enjoyed the food. Had the $45.00/3 course special and it's well

worth it. Was busy so my friends had to wait over an hour for their meals as they didn't have the special. My one
complaint would be i sat against the southern wall and froze. The food was lovely. Staff very friendly. read more.

The restaurant is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities,
Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside and eat. What User doesn't like about La Cucina:

Partner and I ate here about a month agoWe live locally and needed a feed I had barramundi pasta that I don't
think was tasted by the chef as it was the most fishy/almost off dish I've had in a long timeMy partner had the

boscaiola that was okGarlic bread looked mass produced which was disappointing Starter was calamari that was
blandIt all just needed to be tasted prior to coming outStaff stressed, it was busy, but... read more. The La Cucina
from GYMEA serves various delicious seafood meals, The visitors of the establishment are also thrilled with the
extensive selection of various coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant offers. At the bar, you can also relax
after the meal (or during it) with an alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink, Moreover, the drinks menu of this gastropub
offers a good and especially extensive selection of beers from the region and the world that are definitely worth a

try.
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Appet�er�
GARLIC BREAD

P�z�
PIZZA SPECIAL

Mai� course�
CALAMARI

Gnocch�
GNOCCHI

Littl� thing�
ARANCINI

�ngerfoo�
CALAMARES

Win�
CHIANTI

P�z� brea�
KNOBLAUCHBROT

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Desser�
AFFOGATO

TIRAMISU

Restauran� Categor�
ITALIAN

DESSERT

Ingredient� Use�
SEAFOOD

GARLIC

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

TUNA STEAK

DESSERTS

LAMB

BREAD
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